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ABSTRACT
Opportunistic dissemination protocols have potentially ap-
plications in the domain of vehicular networking, ranging
from advertising to emergency/traffic/parking information
spreading: one of the characteristics of vehicular networks
is that they are often partitioned due to lack of continuity in
connectivity among cars or limited coverage of infostations
in remote areas. Most available opportunistic, or delay toler-
ant, networking protocols, however, fail to take into account
the peculiarities of vehicular networks.

This paper introduces a novel opportunistic event dissem-
ination protocol for vehicular networks. The protocol takes
into account the characteristics of these networks in order to
dispatch the publications to the subscribers. Furthermore,
it uses opportunistic cache and replay mechanisms to deliver
the notifications to new subscribers in the area throughout
the publication interval. We evaluate our approach through
simulation using realistic vehicular traces. We compare our
algorithm with a standard epidemic protocol, which offer the
best alternative in terms of message delivery, by measuring
overhead and delivery over a number of scenarios.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.1 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Network
Architecture and Design—Wireless communication; D.2.8
[Computer-Communication Networks]: Network Pro-
tocols—Routing protocols

General Terms
Algorithms
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1. INTRODUCTION
More and more vehicles are now equipped with a satel-

lite navigation system, allowing their geographical location
to be readily available. Furthermore, it is expected that in
the near future vehicles will be equipped with wireless inter-
faces, enabling them to form mobile ad-hoc networks on the
fly and connect to fixed infostations while passing by [7]. Ve-
hicular networks are hybrid mobile ad-hoc networks where
infostations and vehicles are present. Infostations are fixed
access points, potentially connected to the backbone (e.g.
Internet). They may act as collection and dissemination
points, from where information from the backbone network
can flow towards the vehicles and information from remote
vehicles can reach the backbone. Vehicles inter-network with
each others, disseminating messages further in remote areas
where there is poor or no coverage.

There is a growing number of applications for vehicular
networks that require to disseminate information around
specific geographical areas. For example, a driver might
require to receive available parking spaces around his cur-
rent location (in real-time). Or, to be able to monitor traffic
conditions along his/her suggested route: In case of a traffic
jam the navigation system may automatically calculate an
alternative route to the driver’s destination. Other examples
include receiving nearby accident warnings, advertisements
(e.g., fuel prices from local stations), vehicle synchronisation
(e.g., merging lanes) etc.

In this paper we propose an approach which allows for
message dissemination to all interested receivers in an area.
Our mechanism keeps the message alive in the area for a
specified period of time. In the system we envisage, drivers
can register to receive (i.e., subscribe) information of their
interest; however, a large number of the subscriptions will be
automatically generated by the navigation system (NS). The
navigation system can use the destination of the driver, the
suggested route and map information to decide if a vehicle
is interested on receiving or not a specific notification. For
example, the NS can subscribe to receive notifications about
road works that affect the calculated route, subscribe to
receive fuel prices from nearby fuel stations when the vehicle
is running out of fuel, or to receive free parking notifications
concerning a specific destination. The publisher can either
be in the specified area already, or route the message to the
interested area using some other approaches such as [10].
For simplicity, in this paper we assume that the publisher
wishes to disseminate a message in the area around itself,
but extensions are possible. Centralised solutions could of
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course be used but have many drawbacks:

• Centralised data may be outdated and the response
time may not meet the real-time requirements.

• Current centralised communication solutions (GSM,
WiMAX) may not be able to handle the burden of
real-time monitoring of hundreds of thousands of ve-
hicles.

• Infrastructure could be quite expensive, especially if
the area to be covered is large.

• Infrastructure may not be available, especially in re-
mote areas.

The use of an opportunistic networking approach, possi-
bly exploiting geographical information might be preferable.
This solution may provide real-time local information to the
driver, it may be free of charge and would not require full
coverage by infostations.

Recent research on vehicular information dissemination
protocols has addressed some of these issues; in Abiding
Geocast [11] the authors introduce a time-stable Geocast
to a group of nodes in an area. In order to disseminate the
message in the area it employs periodic flooding or epidemic
dissemination. With respect to this work, our protocol con-
siders subscribers and topics in order to filter and route the
notification to the interested nodes (it is an opportunistic
Publish/Subscribe system and not a Geocast protocol). Fur-
thermore, we exploit the unique characteristics of vehicular
networks like mobility patterns, road topology, map avail-
ability and suggested routes to disseminate the notifications
more efficiently. Finally, our evaluation shows that peri-
odic broadcasts in a vehicular network are more efficient
than epidemic spreading. In [2] the authors use periodic
broadcasts for free parking information dissemination and
aggregation in order to inform cars about the availability of
parking positions in an area. In context-adaptive informa-
tion dissemination [1], the authors highlight the fact that a
danger warning might not be relevant to all areas. There-
fore, they use a relevance factor to control the dissemination
of a message. This function is affected by the distance from
the event and time since the event was published. Similar
research has been also conducted by T. Kosch et al. [9] in
order to improve the AODV routing protocol for vehicular
networks. Finally, in [13], the authors show how vehicles
moving in the opposite direction can be exploited as carri-
ers to quickly disseminate information to the vehicles that
follow. None of these works, however, consider subscriptions
to filter and disseminate the notifications to interested nodes
and they do not allow for information to be maintained in
an area (i.e., “to stick to an area”) for a specified time. Fur-
thermore, they do not exploit the unique characteristics of
vehicular networks for the dissemination.

The paper is organised as follows: In Section 2 we briefly
describe the publish/subscribe paradigm that we employ to
efficiently disseminate the notification to the interested ve-
hicles. Furthermore, we make some interesting observations
about the distribution of subscribers in the notification area
and we present our notification dissemination protocol. In
Section 3 we present the results of our evaluation and show
the performance under different conditions and by using re-
alistic traffic traces generated by a multi-agent microscopic
traffic simulator (MMTS) developed by K.Nagel at ETH,

Zurich [14, 5]. The results show good performance in vari-
ous settings in terms of overhead and message delivery, also
with respect to epidemic dissemination [16], which we used
as a benchmark. Section 4 contains conclusions and possible
future work.

2. THE APPROACH
In this section we first outline the various steps of our

algorithm and then we go into details of each of the steps.
In brief, the algorithms can be described as follows:

1. Travellers and the vehicles’ navigation system can sub-
scribe to event types at any time (they can also un-
subscribe).

2. A publisher emits an event (or notification), which,
among others, contains the type of the event and the
location of the event (e.g., parking spot). Further-
more, it indicates the area1 in which it needs to be
disseminated and the time validity of the event.

3. A number of event replicas are maintained in the area
throughout the dissemination period in order to notify
all the necessary subscribers. This number is tuned
based on density information.

4. Event replicas are passed from vehicle to vehicle: the
algorithm takes advantage of subscriptions and vehic-
ular movement (which can be extracted from modern
navigation systems) in order to make right guesses of
where to disseminate the replicas.

2.1 Publish/Subscribe
As described in the outline above, the notification should

be continuously disseminated around the publisher for a spe-
cific time interval. In order to clarify how application devel-
opers will interface with our protocol we briefly define the
notify() primitive:

notify(message, topic, range, timeToLive)

where, message is the body of the message, topic is the type
of the event, range is the range around the publisher that
this notification should reach (i.e., the area) and timeToLive,
which is the validity of the event. A driver or the vehicle’s
navigation system can subscribe to receive certain notifica-
tions using the subscribe primitive.

subscribe(topic)

The semantics of this primitive are simple: record an in-
terest in the topic indicated. When a notification is received,
the vehicle’s matching engine determines if it is interested,
not interested or already informed. As we are going to see,
subscriptions are not just used to filter incoming notifica-
tions, they are also used to “route” the broadcasts towards
the actual subscribers.

1For simplicity a radio range around itself, in this paper, but
extensions to route the event towards an area are possible,
for instance by using [10].
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2.1.1 Topic
The topic should be able to accurately describe the con-

text of the notification because when a notification is re-
ceived the vehicle has to determine if it is interested in it or
not, according to its subscriptions. There are a lot of exist-
ing solutions that allow this type of context definition and
context matching [12, 18, 6], which we can take advantage
of.

In our solution, the topic contains the location(s) that the
publication concerns (the point of interest). For example a
parking spot notification contains the location of the spot.
An accident warning contains the location of the warning.
A fuel price advertisement contains the location of the fuel
station. This context information is important for the driver
or the navigation system in order to determine if it is inter-
ested for this notification or not. Additionally, the topic can
also contain keywords that can be used to match a subscrip-
tion for the needs of a specific application (e.g. Category =
Road Warning, Advertisement etc.)

In order to organise this information, we selected a hier-
archical structured topic definition. The publications and
subscriptions can be matched at any level of the topic-trees.
XML files can be used to describe such kinds of structure.
The navigation system will combine this information with
GPS and its maps to match a notification to a subscriptions.

2.2 Mobility Patterns and Distribution of
Subscribers

Modern Navigation Systems (NS) typically consist of a
Global Positioning System (GPS) device, maps, and the ap-
propriate hardware and software. Their main function is to
calculate a suggested route from the current position of the
vehicle to the destination of the driver and provide turn-
to-turn navigation assistance to the driver until the vehicle
reaches the destination. The driver may select his/her desti-
nation and preferences (e.g., calculate fastest route, shortest
route, avoid highways/tolls, etc), and the navigation system
calculates a suggested route from the current position of the
vehicle to the final destination.

In the vehicular scenarios that we have just described, the
notification concerns only a specific geographic point. For
example, the notification about the free parking spot con-
cerns only vehicles that drive towards this point. Similarly,
a traffic jam only affects vehicles that plan to drive through
it. Fuel prices of a specific station concern only vehicles
driving towards it (e.g., not the ones in the opposite lane).
It is obvious that there are going to be very few subscribers
on road segments that do not lead to the point of interest.
In other words, the subscribers are not evenly distributed in-
side the publication area. This distribution is affected by
the position of the point of interest, the mobility patterns
of the vehicles and the road topology. To optimise commu-
nication, a mechanism to route the notification towards the
areas that contain actual subscribers -and not any vehicle-
is needed.

2.3 Notification Dissemination
Not every vehicle is broadcasting the notification. Instead,

a (small) number of replicas Nrep are created. These replicas
of the message will be the notification “broadcast points”.
The vehicles carrying these replicas will become mobile info-
stations for the notification and will periodically broadcast
it. Our aim is to create and distribute an adequate number

of replicas so that their periodic broadcasts cover the areas
where subscribers are likely to be. As we will show (Sec-
tion 2.3.2), the number of replicas is dynamically adjusted,
but, in general, this is much lower than the number of sub-
scribers. Vehicles carrying a replica and moving outside the
notification area have to transfer the replica to a vehicle that
is driving back inside. To keep informing all the subscribers
in the area (including the new ones joining any time during
the notification period), every replica is broadcast every Fint

seconds. Every subscriber within the broadcast radius r of a
replica is then notified.

Simultaneously to the broadcast, the replica may be trans-
ferred to a new vehicle: the replica holder designates another
node as new replica holder and deletes his copy after the
broadcast. We call this operation replica forwarding. The
motivation of this strategy is simple: we cannot use just the
mobility patterns of the vehicles to route and distribute the
notification to the subscribers. For example, let us imag-
ine that the publication area contains only a one-way seg-
ment of a highway. If the replicas were always kept in the
same nodes (that periodically re-broadcast them), then all
the replicas would concentrate in roughly the same point:
the boundary of the publication area where the vehicles exit
the highway segment. Therefore, it is essential to forward
the replicas from vehicle to vehicle in order to keep them
as evenly distributed as possible and in areas that contain
subscribers.

There are two challenges in this. Firstly, how to select the
appropriate number of replicas Nrep to achieve high delivery
ratio with the minimum message overhead, and secondly,
how to select the next replica carrier. Notice that, for the
sake if simplicity, we decided to keep the forwarding interval
Fint as an application parameter and adapt the number of
replicas to the networks conditions.

Area of Interest

Cluster A

Cluster B

Cluster C

Cluster D

Not interested

Interested

Informed

Figure 1: Clusters of cars and subscribers

2.3.1 Next Replica Carrier Selection
Vehicles move in clusters towards a specific direction. For

example, on a two way road we can observe two main clus-
ters: the cars moving in one direction and the cars moving
in the opposite. Similarly, at a crossroad there can be two
to eight clusters. In Figure 1, four clusters can be observed.

Just before broadcasting a notification, the replica owner
broadcasts a message containing the subscription topic (but
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not the message itself). All one hop neighbours respond
with their subscription status, position and direction. 2 The
subscription status indicates whether the neighbour is inter-
ested in this notification. A neighbour responds with:

• Informed: when it has received that notification be-
fore.

• Interested: when there is a subscription that covers
the topic. The navigation system and its subscription
topics are consulted to decide if the vehicle is interested
or not in the specific notification (e.g. match if the
point of interest, the current suggested route and the
topic match)

• Not Interested: otherwise.

After collecting the replies, the current replica owner uses
the direction information to cluster the neighbour vehicles.
Although the map can be consulted for more accurate re-
sults, a simple angle threshold algorithm is also adequate: In
our simulations we consider that a node belongs to a cluster
if its direction is deviating a maximum of ±5 degrees from
the cluster average (we add the node to the cluster and up-
date the cluster average. If there is no such cluster we create
one and add the host). This approach is efficient if you con-
sider that cars move on roads towards specific directions.

To select the next carrier, the replica owner finds the
cluster that has the most uninformed subscribers (i.e., sub-
scribers that responded with Interested). If there is no such
cluster with uninformed subscribers, the replica owner finds
the cluster with the most subscribers. It then selects as
the next replica carrier a random vehicle in a cluster that is
moving towards the opposite direction.

The motivation for this is that a replica is needed in the
area where the uninformed interested subscribers are coming
from. The ideal would be to select a vehicle that is going
towards that area. For example, Figure 1 illustrates two
clusters that contain subscribers. These clusters contain ve-
hicles that are driving toward the area of interest. However,
most of the vehicles of cluster A are informed (by another
replica). Cluster D has the most uninformed subscribers.
Therefore a replica needs to be sent towards the area where
these cars are coming from. Hence we select a vehicle from
cluster C as the next carrier.

This mechanism encourages the replicas to be routed to-
wards areas with uninformed subscribers. Furthermore, if
two or more replica holders are broadcasting in the same
road section, one of these will eventually move somewhere
else because there are not going to be enough uninformed
subscribers to keep it there.

However, the next carrier is not always selected that way.
When the replica owner is close to the area boundaries a
node that is moving towards the centre is selected so as to
keep the replica inside the area.

2.3.2 Number of replicas
In order to achieve a high delivery ratio with a minimum

message overhead, an appropriate number of replicas Nrep

needs to be selected. Our aim is to delete replicas that are

2Note that the polling and the neighbour reply packet size is
significantly smaller than the notification packet (that con-
tains the message of the notification). More details about
this in Section 3.

not useful (e.g., located in areas where there are no unin-
formed subscribers) and create more replicas in areas where
there is a large number of uninformed subscribers. Further-
more, we do not want to create too many replicas because
their broadcasts will overlap (i.e., the same notification will
be delivered multiple times to the same subscribers).

As described in the previous section, before each broad-
cast, the replica owner polls the neighbours for their sub-
scription status in order to select the next carrier. This
information can be also used to estimate if the replica is
needed in the area; If the replica meets uninformed sub-
scribers then it is apparently needed in this area. If the
replica does not meet any subscribers or all the subscribers
that it meets have already been informed then it is not
needed and should be deleted.

To calculate a more accurate estimation, every replica
holder keeps the results from the last k polls (number of
non informed subscribers. Then we use these statistics to
adapt the number of replicas:

• If for the last k polls the replica met at least one un-
informed subscriber then the replica is kept.

• If for the last k polls the replica met more than k
uninformed subscribers then an additional replica is
created: the replica owner does not delete its copy
after forwarding the replica.

• If the replica owner did not find any uninformed sub-
scriber then this replica is marked for deletion. In
order to avoid deleting too many replicas simultane-
ously, we merge a replica with another one: a replica
is actually deleted only if it detects a broadcast of an-
other.

This method ensures that not too many replicas are cre-
ated in the notification area. If many replicas are present,
some of them will not find uninformed subscribers and they
will be deleted. Also, if some replicas are in areas where
there are no subscribers at all, they will also be deleted. In
areas where there is a large flow of uninformed subscribers
additional replicas will be created. Furthermore, notifica-
tions that concern a high number of vehicles will be broad-
casted by more replicas whereas notification that concern
very few vehicles will not create much overhead.

3. EVALUATION
In order to evaluate our approach, we used OMNet++[17,

15], a discrete event simulation environment and the mo-
bility framework plug-in [4], which supports node mobil-
ity, dynamic connection management and a wireless channel
model. We also used realistic vehicular traces in order to
make this simulation as realistic as possible.

The aim of this evaluation is to validate how much the
performance of our protocol benefit from the use of mech-
anisms for message replication to disseminate information
only to relevant areas. In this sense, we evaluate the sensi-
tivity to different scenarios, including different area size and
density. We compare our protocol with an epidemic dissem-
ination protocol, which offers very good message delivery at
the price of a high overhead. We also compare our carrier
selection choice with random choice.
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Figure 2: Map of the Vehicular Traces.

(a) Our carrier selection (b) Random carrier selection

Figure 3: Distribution of broadcasts. Green (or light
grey) road segments contain high number of sub-
scribers.

3.1 Vehicular Traces
In order to accurately evaluate our protocol in the context

of vehicular networking, it would not make much sense to
use any random mobility model [3] (random path, random
waypoint, etc). Because no large scale vehicular traces exist,
we have evaluated our approach by using traffic traces gener-
ated by a multi-agent microscopic traffic simulator (MMTS)
developed by K.Nagel at ETH, Zurich [14, 5]. These traces
contain mobility patterns of 260.000 vehicles over real road
maps in the canton of Zurich within a period of 24 hours.
Furthermore, they contain dense populated areas (the city
of Zurich) and the surrounding highways, which enable us
to run our simulations in different settings (Figure 2).

For our evaluation we decided to extract smaller areas
from the 250km x 260km area of the traces. The reason is
that simulation of 260.000 vehicles makes the simulation ex-
tremely slow. Furthermore, we wanted to extract many dif-
ferent scenarios with different characteristics (e.g., city sce-
narios, highway scenarios, etc). The areas that we selected
are 20km x 20km. Figure 3 illustrates such a scenario.

3.2 Simulator settings
For our simulation we assume that 802.11b [8] wireless

radio interface are used. The maximum possible communi-
cation range is 250m. All the broadcasts occur at the same

channel frequency and the mobility framework determines
which vehicles are able to receive the transmission by evalu-
ating the signal to noise ratio. We used this radio interface
because it is similar to the new 802.11p standard (Wireless
Access for the Vehicular Environment or WAVE) and be-
cause it is already widely used both for simulation and in
real life. The notification packet payload size (topic + mes-
sage) is set to 1Kb, the polling message (topic) is 30bytes,
the reply message is 10bytes and the message for merging
replicas (Fint) is 4bytes. The mobility framework also adds
the 802.11b broadcast headers to these messages. The for-
ward interval is 30 seconds and the initial number of replicas
are 50. The publication time to live is 3600 seconds (one
hour).

The notification area radius is 7km (except at the exper-
iments where we evaluate the radius). In the centre of the
notification area we created a point of interest. Subscribers
are all the vehicles with routes that will drive them less than
1km from the point of interest (i.e., will drive near the point
of interest). In Figure 3, you can see the notification area
and the point of interest. The green (or light grey) areas
contain a high number of subscribers. In particular, in this
scenario 25% of the vehicles are subscribers. The results
that we present are averages of ten runs.

3.3 Results
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The following experiments aim to evaluate how our notifi-
cation spreading algorithm (described in Section 2) works in
a variety of settings. To evaluate our carrier selection mech-
anism we compare it with random selection: the network
is still polled in order to adapt the number of replicas but
the replica carriers forward the message to a random neigh-
bour instead of selecting a neighbour using the clustering
technique. We also implemented epidemic message dissem-
ination: when an infected (or informed) vehicle reaches an-
other vehicle not met before, it sends a small poll message
to check if the vehicle has been informed. If it has not, it
sends the notification. We modified the epidemic protocol
so as to constrain the dissemination to the publication area
(vehicles outside do not infect others).

In Figure 3 we have also plotted (a random subset of) the
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broadcasts that occur during the simulation on the map of
the vehicular scenario that we used. As we notice, when
random neighbour selection is used the broadcasts may oc-
cur anywhere inside the notification area. However, when
we use our carrier selection algorithm, the broadcasts are
routed towards the areas with the most uninformed sub-
scribers. These areas are the entry areas of the subscribers
to the system. By doing so a) the notification is delivered
as soon as possible to the incoming vehicles and b) the noti-
fication is not delivered multiple times as the vehicle travels
inside the notification area.

Figure 4 shows the delivery ratio of the notifications to
the subscribers only and to any vehicle for varying vehicle
density. When random carrier selection is used, the deliv-
ery ratio to the subscribers and to any host are almost the
same. The justification is that the broadcasts are occur-
ring in random places in the publication area. When we use
our carrier selection mechanism we observe that the deliv-
ery ratio to any subscribers only is much higher. This in-
dicates that our mechanism efficiently routes the broadcasts
toward the actual subscribers. Epidemic message dissemina-
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tion achieves the best delivery ratio both to subscribers and
any vehicle. However, as we can observe in Figure 5, epi-
demic message dissemination introduces considerably higher
overhead. This happens because epidemic dissemination re-
quires that all the vehicles that are infected poll all the
vehicles not met before. In our protocol, this number de-
pends on the number of replicas and the forward interval
only (not the number of vehicles inside). Furthermore, our
protocol delivers the notification to more than one vehicle
per broadcast. As we observe, in our algorithm the number
of broadcasts increases linearly with the density due to the
fact that more replicas have to be created to compensate
the increased flow of uninformed subscribers. Furthermore,
we notice that the random carrier selection protocol requires
more replicas (and thus overhead) due to the fact that many
replicas move in areas where there are no uninformed sub-
scribers. In Figure 6 we observe how our algorithm adapts
the number of replicas during the simulation for different
densities. At the end of the notification area (second 3600)
the replicas are deleted and the notification broadcasts stop.
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In Figure 7, we observe that for small notification areas
(i.e., four times the radio range) the three algorithms have
the same high performance because even a few replicas can
keep informing the notification area. However, for larger no-
tification areas, where the position and the number of the
broadcasts matters, we observe that only our approach and
epidemic message dissemination achieve acceptable perfor-
mance. However, as we see in Figure 8, the message over-
head of epidemic is again much higher due to the high num-
ber of polls. Furthermore, as we experimented with many
locations, we noticed that the number of necessary replicas
increases with the area size for the city scenarios but it re-
mains almost constant for highway scenarios. This occurs
because the number of required replicas is mainly affected by
the number of locations containing uninformed subscribers;
we do not need more replicas for the same road segment.
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Figure 9 illustrates the delivery ratio throughout the sim-
ulation. As we observe, the epidemic protocol quickly starts
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Figure 11: Number of polls and replies through
time.

to infect all the vehicles in the area. However, in our mech-
anism the replicas require some time to be routed into the
correct areas before we reach a high delivery ratio. Addition-
ally, in Figure 10 we notice that the number of broadcasts
in epidemic is much higher at the beginning of the notifi-
cation period but the anti-entropy slows this down as more
and more vehicles become infected. Some minutes after, epi-
demic still needs more broadcasts per minute to inform the
new subscribers in the area. Moreover, in Figure 11 we also
notice that the epidemic protocol polls a significantly higher
number of vehicles for their notification status.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have illustrated an opportunistic spatio-

temporal dissemination system for vehicular networks:

• We introduced the publish/subscribe communication
paradigms to opportunistically disseminate such infor-
mation in vehicular networks inside a specified geo-
graphical location for the duration of a certain time
interval.

• We took advantage of the information that can be ex-
tracted from the vehicle’s navigation systems (loca-
tion, map, destination of the driver etc) to generate
subscriptions.

• We have shown that the mobility patterns of the ve-
hicles and their subscriptions are actually linked (due
to their geographical nature).

• We showed that we can take advantage of this obser-
vation to efficiently disseminate events only in areas
where this is relevant (i.e., in areas where there are
hosts that are interested in receiving the notification).

• We limit the overhead of the mechanism to the number
of interested hosts by adapting the number of repli-
cas that broadcast the notification using local obser-
vations.

We have evaluated our approach using realistic traffic traces
generated by a traffic simulator. The simulation results in-
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dicate that our algorithm can efficiently deliver the notifica-
tion in the area, taking advantage of the distribution of sub-
scribers and to route the broadcasts towards them. We have
also noticed that the number of broadcasts is mainly affected
by the number of road segments that contain subscribers
and the density of subscribers in the area. Finally, we have
shown that our algorithm can achieve almost 100% of de-
livery ratio with less message overhead than epidemic due
to the fact that it a) disseminates the notification mainly to
subscribers b) it can inform multiple subscribers per broad-
cast and c) it has less polling overhead.

In the interest of keeping things simple, this paper has not
considered optimisations of routing based topic aggregation.
As future work, we would like to extend our evaluation to
asses how existing topic aggregation techniques could im-
prove performance further. Furthermore, we did not con-
sider routing the notification to remote areas (for example
sending traffic alerts from an infostation to be disseminated
in a specific geographical region).
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